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Abstract 

In a world with an increasing flow of written information online and offline, the 

demand for automatic translation, simplification and summarization technology is 

growing. The tool StilLett uses several lexical and semantic rules to automatically 

simplify text, shortening the time from original text to simplified text compared to 

manual simplification. Four of the simplification types were evaluated in this study, 

using three different eye tracking measures; total dwell time, number of 

regressions, and average fixation duration. No statistically significant differences 

were found for any of the simplification types when compared to the corresponding 

original sentences, indicating that for this population the difficulty of the sentences 

was roughly the same. 

Keywords: Eye tracking, readability, easy to read, average fixation duration, 

regressions, total dwell time. 
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1 Introduction 
1.1 Background 

In a world with an increasing flow of written information, the demand for automatic 

translation, simplification and summarization technology is growing, to aid for 

example the increasing number of immigrants learning a new language and helping 

people with variances in cognitive ability to take part in society, get access to news 

and use public services online. Another common problem is in the health area, 

namely that for example aphasic patients receive written health information that is 

too difficult for them to comprehend (Worrall, Howe & Rose, 2006). According to 

a recent directive from EU, all public services online should follow a number of 

guidelines relating to accessibility (European Council, 2016), and though no 

guidelines touch upon language simplification this is probably just the first step 

towards a more accessible world, both on- and offline. 

As a step towards automatic simplification of textual information, the text 

simplification tool StilLett was developed at Linköpings University, that uses 

different automatically triggered rules to simplify texts without manual work 

(Rennes, 2015). 

1.1.1 StilLett 

The text simplification tool used to generate the simplified sentences in this study 

was created by Rybing et al. (2010) and later rebuilt with new rules by Rennes 

(2015).  

By executing different actions such as moving words, splitting sentences and 

replacing words, different simplifications can be achieved based on rules for these 

actions. Four of those rules were evaluated in this study; Proximation (replacing 

the impersonal “man” with the personal “du”), Sentence split (dividing sentences 

into several shorter sentences), Straight word order (moving clauses with adverbs 

or adjectives from the beginning of the sentence) and Passive to active (replacing 

passive acts with active ones) (Rennes, 2015). 

1.1.2 Readability 

There are many definitions of readability. Klare (1963) made a categorization of 

the definitions into three major groups; legibility, ease of reading, and ease of 

comprehension. Legibility refers to factors that influence the ability to decipher the 

text, such as design and layout of a text. Ease of reading is influenced by the 

pleasantness of the writing and by how interesting the text is to the reader. Lastly, 

ease of understanding refers to the style of writing, for example the difference 

between a children’s book and a master’s thesis (Heimann Mühlenbock, 2012). 

For this study, readability is measured through the amount of cognitive processing 

needed to interpret the sentences, operationalized by different eye tracking 

measures, since this can indicate the difficulty of comprehending the text (Rayner, 

1998).  
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1.1.3 Eye movement measures 

With eye tracking devices, the movements of the eye can be tracked and measured, 

and the movement might indicate underlying cognitive processes (Holmqvist, 

Nyström, Andersson, Dewhurst, Jarodzka, and Van de Weijer, 2011). Eye 

movements can be divided into three main groups: saccades, fixations and blinks. 

Blinks are not a movement of the eye, but rather the movement of the eye lid, but 

could be used as a measure that indicates for example fatigue (Holmqvist et al, 

2011). Saccades are movements of the eye, during which no new visual information 

is registered or processed, and fixations occur when new visual information is is 

registered and processed, when the eye is mostly still (Holmqvist et al, 2011). 

Common measures for cognitive processing is average fixation duration; meaning 

the average time the gaze is fixated upon different parts of the text during the 

sentence, total dwell time; the sum of the length of all saccades and fixations on the 

sentence, and regressions; the number of saccades backwards through the sentence 

(Holmqvist et al, 2011). 

1.2 Purpose of the study 

The purpose of this study is to evaluate the readability of sentences processed with 

an automated text simplification tool, using eye tracking technology, as a step 

towards more accessible text. The simplified sentences are compared to the 

original sentences and are evaluated on the number of regressions, as well as the 

total dwell time and average fixation duration during the tasks. 

1.3 Research question 

For this study, the following research question was investigated: 

1. Is there a difference in readability, measured by regressions, total dwell 

time and average fixation duration, between the simplified and original 

sentences that can be measured by eye tracking equipment? 

1.4 Limitation 

1. The readability examination is done on a sentence level only, without 

examination of the comprehension of the sentences due to time limitations. 
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2 Theoretical background 
The theoretical background will provide a basis for this study, presenting earlier 

studies and introducing different areas relevant for the thesis. 

2.1 Automatic text simplification 

Decker (2003) made the first attempt to create rules for Swedish automatic text 

simplifications, based on manual simplifications made by newspaper staff. Since 

then, several other projects have attempted to create automatic text simplification 

systems with rules developed in different ways, based on reading research and 

definitions of readability. 

2.1.1 Reading - decoding and comprehension 

Just & Carpenter (1987) found that patterns of reading are more regular when a 

participant is reading to decode the text, compared to reading to comprehend the 

text. This could influence the eye movement patterns exhibited by participants, 

depending on the type of task they receive. 

Just & Carpenter (1980) defines reading as “...the coordinated execution of a 

number of processing stages such as word encoding, lexical access, assigning 

semantic roles, and relating the information in a given sentence to previous 

sentences and previous knowledge.”. According to Just & Carpenter (1980), there 

are several processing stages in the comprehension of a word, which begins with 

decoding the word and moves on to comparing it with other words we know, 

finding the right semantic role and then relating it to the rest of the text.  

2.1.2 Readability 

As mentioned in the introduction, the term readability will in this study refer to the 

amount of cognitive processing exhibited in the participants, measured by three 

different eye tracking measures; regressions, total dwell time and average fixation 

duration. These measures are explained thoroughly in the section Eye tracking. 

To achieve readability, the reading proficiency of the individual must be at the same 

level as the syntactical structure and the vocabulary used (Heimann Mühlenbock, 

2012). It might also be important that the reader has some prior knowledge of the 

topic of the text, and that the decoding skills exhibited are developed to the degree 

that the reader is able to master the challenge of reading unknown words. 

2.1.3 Text simplification in Swedish 

The idea of books that were easy to read first emerged in the US a century ago, and 

was followed by readability formulas aimed at measuring readability using word 

and sentence length (SOU 2013:58). In the 1960s the National Agency of Education 

(Skolöverstyrelsen, Sverige) identified the need for easy to read texts for adults 

with developmental disorders and deaf people with limited language knowledge. 

The National Agency of Education received funding to further the possibility of 

publishing easy to read books, and the first easy to read books was released in 1968. 

These books were rewritings of already existing titles. The following decades about 
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20 easy to read books were released yearly. This was, however, mostly fiction. 

Therefore, in 1984, a newspaper was released that reported the news in easy 

wording. The newspaper was primarily aimed towards adults with slight to 

moderate developmental disabilities as well as other groups with reading 

disabilities. 

The first attempt to provide simplification operations to use for automatic text 

simplification in Swedish was made by Decker (2003). The work consisted of 

comparing phrase structures of a manually simplified text to those of the original 

text in Standard Swedish. From this simplification operations could be extracted 

and translated into automatic operations. However, these manual simplifications 

were made by members of the newspaper staff that produced the original texts, 

meaning that no one with academic knowledge of linguistics or translation was 

involved in the process. The simplification process was, however, partly based on 

the guidelines provided by Centrum för Lättläst, the Swedish foundation for 

creating and promoting easy to read text. The extracted rules, in total 25, was 

divided into two different kinds of rules, rules that deletes or replaces sub-phrases 

and rules that add new syntactical information to the text (Rybing et al., 2010).  

Rybing et al (2010) developed an automatic text simplification tool, CogFLUX, 

that implemented the first type of rules, the ones that deletes or replaces sub-

phrases. This system was later extended by Abrahamsson (2011), who added a 

synonym module and another subset of the Decker rules. Rennes (2015) built 

StilLett based on this system, but added several new actions and a new set of rules. 

StilLett is developed in Java 6, with a dynamic structure built on processes and 

modules (Rennes, 2015). The new version have 6 different node operations: REPL, 

DEL, SHIFT, SPLIT, PLANTTREE, and PLANTBRANCH. REPL, a rule for 

deletion from a matching node, and DEL, a rule type that completely removes the 

target phrase, was originally implemented by Rybing et al (2010), while the rest of 

the node operations are unique to the StilLett project. 

The SHIFT operation handles changes of word order by utilizing a rule that 

indicates what part of the sentence structure that will be moved in the sentence. It 

will only be triggered by certain syntactic tags, such as passive tense. 

SPLIT, PLANTTREE and PLANTBRANCH all performs splitting actions, 

resulting in one sentence becoming two.  

Before applying the lexical and syntactical simplification rules, some preprocessing 

is done. Firstly the text is tagged with a part-of-speech tagger, Stagger (Östling, 

2013) and then the format of the text is converted from the Stagger output format 

CoNLL to NEGRA. This is to ensure that the parsing, done by MaltParser (Nivre, 

Hall & Nilsson, 2006), recieves the correct format. MaltParser is, according to 

Nivre, Hall & Nilsson (2006) “an implementation of inductive dependency parsing 

(Nivre, 2005), where the syntactic analysis of a sentence amounts to the derivation 

of a dependency structure, and where inductive machine learning is used to guide 

the parser at nondeterministic choice points.”. When the text has been parsed by 

MaltParser the simplification rules can be applied. 
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2.1.4 Simplification rules 

The simplification rules used for this study consists of four separate rules, which 

address different reading disabilities. For example, aphasic readers have issues 

processing complex sentences, even more so than long sentences or difficult words 

(Shewan & Canter, 1971). Worrall, Howe & Rose (2006) notes that health material 

should be written on a level suitable for fifth or sixth graders, to ensure that the 

material is comprehended by patients with language impairments. Passive sentence 

structures are the most common issue for aphasic readers (Aleligay, Worrall & 

Rose, 2008), necessitating the rule for transforming passive sentences to active 

ones. Webb and Love (1983) also found that most errors from chronic aphasia 

patients were on passive sentences, embedded clauses and compound sentences, 

the latter which are separated with the rule for sentence split. Dyslectic readers, on 

the other hand, mainly have problems with complex or infrequent words (Rello, 

Baeza-Yates, Bott & Saggion, 2013), and can be helped by for example synonym 

replacement. The four rules used in this study is explained below. 

Proximation: The changing of pronouns from impersonal to personal; directly 

addressing the reader. This rule is a lexical replacement of the swedish “man” to 

“du”. 

Simplification: 

Det är mer än du kunde hoppas på. 

Original: 

Det är mer än man kunde hoppas på. 

Passive to active voice: Replacement of passive acts with active ones. 

Simplification: 

Flyttningsmönstret 2005 liknade det 

som man registrerat vid Hammarö 

tidigare år. 

Original: 

Flyttningsmönstret 2005 liknade det 

som registrerats vid Hammarö tidigare 

år. 

Straight word order: Rearranging the sentence to straight word order. In this case, 

straight word order means that the word order of clauses initiated with adverbs or 

adjectives is shifted. 

Simplification: 

Evolutionen talar då sitt listiga 

doftspråk. 

Original: 

Då talar evolutionen sitt listiga 

doftspråk. 

Sentence splitting: Splitting the sentence into two or more shorter sentences. Three 

different kinds of splitting rules were used, that altered the sentences in slightly 

different ways depending on the source sentence. 

Simplification: 

Det är en tanke. En tanke som allt oftare 

kommer för mig. 

Original: 

Det är en tanke som allt oftare kommer 

för mig. 
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These four rules are comprised of one lexical rule (proximation) and three 

syntactical rules. Another lexical rule, doing synonym replacement, was tested in 

an earlier study by Svensson (2015), using eye tracking to evaluate the effect of the 

synonym replacement, measuring average fixation duration, number of fixations 

and pupil dilation. 

2.2 Eye tracking 

Eye movement research dates back to the 1800s, but since the invention of digital, 

non-invasive eye trackers the field has flourished. A modern eye movement 

measuring equipment can accurately track the gaze of an individual as well as 

record pupil size, blinks and other eye-related measures. 

In reading research a lot of work has been done to operationalize different cognitive 

processes and behaviours to be able to measure them. The term reading research 

in an eye tracking context mainly encompasses the mechanisms of oculomotor 

control, rather than literary comprehension. Stimulus commonly consists of a single 

sentence per screen. Common measures in reading research are the number of 

between- and within-word regressions, as well as first fixation duration and first-

pass duration (Holmqvist et al, 2011).  

2.2.1 Regressions 

Regressions are saccadic scanpath events (Holmqvist et al, 2011). A regression is 

a saccade moving in the opposite direction of the text, but not necessarily in the 

opposite direction of the previous saccade. Regressions are a part of natural reading 

behaviour and make up about 10-15% of the saccades during a reading task 

(Holmqvist et al, 2011). However, since longer regressions (more than 10 letter 

spaces back along the line or to another line) occur because the reader did not 

understand the text (Rayner, 1998), a higher percentage of regressions can arguably 

be an indication of hard-to-read text. Regression behaviour differ between good 

and poor readers; good readers make accurate regressions to the part of the text that 

caused them difficulty while poor readers exhibit a longer backtracking behaviour 

through the text to find the problematic areas (Rayner, 1998). 

2.2.2 Total dwell time 

The measure of total dwell time is a sum of all dwell times in the same AOI over a 

whole trial (Holmqvist et al, 2011). The terminology and usage of the measure has 

been unclear in the past, meaning that there is little consensus in how the measure 

should be used and called. In Holmqvist et al (2011) the dwell time is a measure of 

all fixations and saccades within an Area Of Interest (henceforth referred to as an 

AOI, a common tool for analyzing data within a specific area on the stimuli, 

excluding data outside the defined area.). The total dwell time measure, being a 

summary measure over a whole trial, should be sensitive to slow and long-term 

cognitive processes. An increase in total dwell time could therefore indicate a need 

for activation of long-term cognitive processes, indicating that the task is difficult 

(Holmqvist et al, 2011). The definition of total dwell time in Holmqvist et al (2011) 

is the definition used in this study. 
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Just & Carpenter (1980) claims that since most words are fixated in a text, and the 

total dwell time indicates the time to comprehension, we can use the total dwell 

time as a measure of how difficult the word or sentence is. 

2.2.3 Average fixation duration 

The average fixation duration is a measure used to measure cognitive processing 

(Holmqvist et al, 2011), since longer fixation could indicate an activation of a 

deeper cognitive processing. Fixations are usually about 200-300 ms long, but can 

be anywhere in the span of 30 ms to several seconds. Expertise in a field might lead 

to longer fixation duration, but does not seem applicable to reading exercises since 

the examples of areas studied are art and chess (Holmqvist et al, 2011). Moreover, 

Rayner (1998) found that more complicated grammatical structures give rise to 

longer fixation duration, supporting the use of average fixation duration as a 

measure of cognitive processing and therefore readability. In a study by Dambacher 

and Kliegl (2007), it was found that longer fixation durations correlate with larger 

N400 amplitudes. Larger N400 amplitudes are considered to be an indication that 

meaning and semantic content is being processed. 

Average fixation duration may vary depending on the task and the stimuli, thus 

necessitating a tightly designed experiment with few variations (Irwing, 2004). For 

example, all stimuli should have the same design, font and background. 
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4 Method 
In the following chapter, the method of the study is presented, containing participant 

selection, ethical considerations, equipment used, text selection, experiment design, 

experiment procedure and pilot runs.  

4.1 Participants 

Participants were mostly recruited at Linköping University due to the proximity to 

the eye tracking lab, but not all participants were students. The participants had 

normal or corrected to normal vision using lenses or glasses, which was recorded 

in the questionnaire for reference if issues would arise with the data.  

In total, 30 participants were recorded. Three pilot runs were discarded after 

modification of the experiment, and three participants were excluded due to 

insufficient calibration results. All remaining participants scored less than 1 degree 

deviation and more than 90% tracking ratio for the trials. 24 participants was 

divided into two groups of 12, each reading half of the simplified sentences and 

half of the original sentences. The sample size was chosen to correspond to similar 

studies. 

4.1.1 Ethical considerations 

Vetenskapsrådets (2011) recommendations have been taken into consideration, and 

informed consent was obtained from the participants. The participants could 

terminate their participation in the study at any time, without motivation. No 

participant is identifiable in the results and all recordings will be deleted when the 

study is completed. 

4.2 Equipment 

The equipment used for the experiment was a Sensomotoric Instruments Remote 

Eye Tracking Device 500. It has an updating frequency of 500Hz and the highest 

accepted deviation was 1 degree. Calibration was made using a five point 

calibration routine followed by a four point validation to ensure that the calibration 

values were within the permitted deviation. The equipment is using a velocity based 

event detection algorithm. 

4.3 Text selection 

The texts selected are found in the Swedish Scholastic Aptitude Tests from 2012 

and 2013. All the texts from the reading comprehension part were put through the 

simplification process and 12 sentences of each simplification were randomly 

chosen. A list of all simplifications and original sentences can be found in the 

appendix. Not all texts are represented by simplified sentences since not all 

contained sentences that could be simplified using this process. Not all 

simplifications are represented in the experiment since the quotation inversion rule 

could not be applied to enough sentences. 
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4.4 Experiment design 

The experiment was designed in Experiment Center, a software developed for the 

SMI eye tracker. In an effort to eliminate the impact of legibility on the experiment 

all sentences were displayed left aligned, in a generous font size and a sans serif 

font. The sentences were placed roughly in the middle of the screen and did not run 

all the way to the edges to make the reading easier, and also to increase the quality 

of the eye tracking. 

The eye tracking part of the experiment was split into two tasks, with the original 

and the simplified version of the same sentence in different tasks. Each task 

contained 48 sentences, half simplified and half original. All sentences was 

displayed in a randomized order using the random function in Experiment Center. 

Between each sentence, a marker (X) was shown on the screen for 1 second. The 

participant was instructed to look at the X to make sure all participants started each 

trial in the same place, therefore not contaminating the sentence data with fixations 

not related to the task. The first marker was shown for three seconds to serve as a 

baseline for pupil diameter, this being a task with low processing load.  

All sentences and markers were displayed against the same background to eliminate 

any variance of luminance in the stimuli material. Additionally, the background 

color was the same during the calibration. The lighting in the room was kept as 

constant as possible; in the first lab due to the lack of windows and in the second 

lab with curtains. 

The experiment also contained a short questionnaire about the participant, such as 

attitudes toward reading, reading skills and vision. 

4.5 Experimental procedure 

The experiment was conducted in two different eye tracking labs at Linköping 

university. Each participant was welcomed and introduced to the experiment, 

detailing that their participation was voluntary, that they could terminate the 

experiment at any time and that all results were anonymous. The experiment leader 

verbally described the procedure and asked the participant to fill in the first short 

questionnaire (on paper), where the verbal information about consent also was 

printed. 

When finished with the questionnaire the participant was asked to place themselves 

in front of the computer screen. The distance to and height of the eye tracker was 

adjusted to achieve best possible tracking ratio and quality. The participant received 

a short verbal instruction for the calibration and after the calibration a written 

introduction to the experiment appeared on the screen, followed by the eye tracking 

trials. The calibration was repeated if the value was not satisfying, while reassuring 

the participant that this was not unusual. 

The information regarding the eye tracking task did not state that eye tracking was 

done, but rather instructed the participant to comfortably read the sentences, and 

that they did not need to try to memorize them. 
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Lastly, the participants answered a short questionnaire detailing their reading 

habits. When all parts of the experiment were done the experiment leader debriefed 

the participant, telling them about the eye tracking data collection and asking for 

their informed consent. 

4.6 Pilot study 

A pilot study was conducted with three participants, to test the experimental 

procedure. One participant got calibration values above the accepted threshold, 

resulting in unusable data. During the pilot studies, issues were found in the 

instructions to the participants, resulting in a rewrite of the manuscript.  
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5 Data analysis 
The collected data was reviewed in BeGaze 3 using the standard velocity based 

detection algorithm to divide the data into fixations, saccades and blinks. BeGaze 

is the standard analyzing software for the SMI eye trackers and the only software 

that can read the output files from Experiment center.  

With the reading analysis tool, all sentences, words and paragraphs were marked 

with AOIs. To include those sentences affected by the SPLIT rule, the paragraph 

AOI was used since the sentence AOIs would result in two AOIs for the same 

stimuli. The event data for the AOIs were exported as comma-separated values in 

separate files for the two groups. 

To extract the relevant data, the files were imported into an Excel spreadsheet and 

sorted by AOI and simplification type. The averages for total dwell time and 

average fixation duration per paragraph AOI were summarized (with two decimals) 

for all participants per sentence, excluding participants with a zero score on the 

values (meaning they missed the AOI completely, probably due to calibration 

deviations). 

The average number of regressions out of a word AOI was calculated for all 

participants per sentence (with three decimals) and the results were imported into 

SPSS for analysis on a simplification type basis, using an independent samples t-

test. 
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6 Results 
In total, 30 participants were recorded. Three pilot runs were discarded after 

modification of the experiment, and three participants was excluded due to 

insufficient calibration results. All remaining participants scored less than 1 degree 

deviation and more than 90% tracking ratio for the trials. The participants were 

divided into the two groups, and gender and use of vision correction equipment was 

evenly distributed. 

An independent-samples t-test was conducted to compare age between the two 

participant groups. 

There was not a significant difference in the scores for group 1 (M=1978.33, 

SD=9.198) and group 2 (M=1983.83, SD=6.221) in birth year; t(22)=-1.716, p = 

0.100. 

6.1 Attitude to reading 

A 1-7 point Likert scale was used to gather information regarding the participants 

attitudes to reading in four questions.  

Jag förstår vanligtvis det jag läser. 

Jag läser långsamt. 

Jag tycker att det är lätt att läsa. 

Jag tycker att det är intressant att läsa. 

 

There was not a significant difference in the scores for group 1 (M=6.33, 

SD=0.778) and group 2 (M=5.92, SD=0.900) in self estimated reading 

comprehension; t(22)=1.213, p = 0.238. 

There was not a significant difference in the scores for group 1 (M=4.08, 

SD=1.881) and group 2 (M=3.08, SD=1.621) in self estimated reading speed; 

t(22)=1.395, p = 0.177. 

There was not a significant difference in the scores for group 1 (M=5.83, 

SD=1.193) and group 2 (M=5.92, SD=1.311) in self estimated reading ease; t(22)=-

.163, p = 0.872. 

There was not a significant difference in the scores for group 1 (M=6.08, 

SD=0.996) and group 2 (M=6.08, SD=1.240) in self estimated reading interest; 

t(22)=0.000, p = 1.000. 

There was no significant difference between the two groups in any of the four 

questions, indicating that the groups had similar reading backgrounds. 
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6.2 Eye tracking data 

Using an independent samples t-test, no significant difference in regressions, total 

dwell time or average fixation duration was found between the simplified and 

original sentences. 

6.2.1 Regressions 

An independent-samples t-test was conducted to compare regressions between the 

simplified and original sentences. There was not a significant difference in the 

scores for simplified sentences (M=0.091, SD=0.037) and original sentences 

(M=0.082, SD=0.036) in the number of regressions; t(94)=-1.265, p = 0.209. 

Additionally, an independent-samples t-test was conducted to compare regressions 

between the sentences simplified with the passive to active simplification, the 

proximation simplification, the sentence split simplification, straight word order 

simplification and original sentences.  

There was not a significant difference in the scores for passive to active simplified 

sentences (M=0.086, SD=0.037) and original sentences (M=0.065, SD=0.031) in 

the number of regressions; t(22)=1.453, p = 0.160. 

There was not a significant difference in the scores for proximation simplified 

sentences (M=0.093, SD=0.037) and original sentences (M=0.075, SD=0.039) in 

the number of regressions; t(22)=1.144, p = 0.265. 

There was not a significant difference in the scores for sentence split simplified 

sentences (M=0.102, SD=0.041) and original sentences (M=0.108, SD=0.032) in 

the number of regressions; t(22)=-0.411, p = 0.685. 

There was not a significant difference in the scores for straight word order 

simplified sentences (M=0.084, SD=0.034) and original sentences (M=0.078, 

SD=0.031) in the number of regressions; t(22)=0.428, p = 0.673. 

No statistically significant difference was found when comparing the number of 

regressions for all simplified sentences with the number of regressions for the 

original sentences. Moreover, when comparing the different simplification types 

with the corresponding original sentences, no statistically significant difference 

was found. 

6.2.2 Total dwell time 

An independent-samples t-test was conducted to compare total dwell time between 

the simplified and original sentences. There was not a significant difference in the 

scores for simplified sentences (M=3107.42, SD=1461.34) and original sentences 

(M=2968.33, SD=1456.37) in the total dwell time; t(94)=-0.467, p = 0.642. 

There was not a significant difference in the scores for passive to active simplified 

sentences (M=2659.40, SD=1486.69) and original sentences (M=2716.33, 

SD=1485.67) in the total dwell time; t(22)=-0.094, p = 0.926. 
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There was not a significant difference in the scores for proximation simplified 

sentences (M=3595.29, SD=1620.77) and original sentences (M=3390.05, 

SD=1881.14) in total dwell time; t(22)=0.286, p = 0.777. 

There was not a significant difference in the scores for sentence split simplified 

sentences (M=3494.16, SD=1330.19) and original sentences (M=3318.96, 

SD=1140.56) in total dwell time; t(22)=0.346, p = 0.732. 

There was not a significant difference in the scores for straight word order 

simplified sentences (M=2680.85, SD=1295.25) and original sentences 

(M=2447.99, SD=1150.22) in total dwell time; t(22)=0.466, p = 0.646. 

No statistically significant difference was found for the total dwell time of the 

simplified sentences compared to the original sentences. Moreover, when 

comparing the different simplification types with the corresponding original 

sentences, no statistically significant difference was found. 

6.2.3 Average fixation duration 

An independent-samples t-test was conducted to compare average fixation duration 

between the simplified and original sentences. There was not a significant 

difference in the scores for simplified sentences (M=215.54, SD=25.25) and 

original sentences (M=213.76, SD=21.42) in average fixation duration; t(94)=-

0.374, p = 0.710. 

There was not a significant difference in the scores for passive to active simplified 

sentences (M=211.80, SD=30.16) and original sentences (M=216.16, SD=17.06) 

in the average fixation duration; t(22)=-0.436, p = 0.667. 

There was not a significant difference in the scores for proximation simplified 

sentences (M=217.63, SD=20.93) and original sentences (M=203.50, SD=19.42) 

in average fixation duration; t(22)=1.715, p = 0.100. 

There was not a significant difference in the scores for sentence split simplified 

sentences (M=214.20, SD=33.25) and original sentences (M=213.78, SD=17.19) 

in average fixation duration; t(22)=0.039, p = 0.969. 

There was not a significant difference in the scores for straight word order 

simplified sentences (M=218.55, SD=15.44) and original sentences (M=221.60, 

SD=28.42) in average fixation duration; t(22)=-0.327, p = 0.747. 

Moving on to average fixation duration, still no statistically significant difference 

was found between the simplified and original sentences. Moreover, when 

comparing the different simplification types with the corresponding original 

sentences, no statistically significant difference was found. 

6.2.4 Summary 

No stastistically significant differences were found in any of the eye tracking 

measures, for any of the simplification types. 
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7 Discussion 
In this chapter, the results are discussed in relation to the theoretical background, as 

well as a method discussion detailing the issues with the chosen participants, 

sentences, lab rooms and procedure. 

7.1 Results 

In this study, no statistically significant difference was found between the simplified 

and original sentences regarding regressions, total dwell time or average fixation 

duration. When separating the different simplifications, still no statistical 

significant difference was found. No studies measuring readability on simplified 

sentences using eye tracking has been found for comparison, but relating the results 

to a study made on the synonym replacement function of StilLett (Svensson, 2015), 

some conclusions can be drawn. In that study, very few significant differences were 

found, and this might be due to not using participants with actual reading disorders, 

as is the case with this study as well. 

The number of statistical tests executed in this study could have given rise to type 

1 errors, meaning that significant differences were found but were actually just a 

coincidence and does not exist in the general population. No statistical significant 

differences were found at all, indicating that even though many tests were executed, 

no type 1 errors occurred. The opposite, type 2 errors (a difference exists in the 

population but is not found), is a possibility, since type 2 errors can occur with a 

too small sample. This study had 24 participants divided into two groups, which is 

a small sample. 

7.1.1 Regressions 

In the results, the average number of regressions per sentence were 0.091 and 0.082 

for the two groups. Compared to Holmqvist et al (2011) that states that regressions 

are a common behavior and makes up 10-15% of the saccades during reading, the 

number of regressions in this study is irregularly low. This might be due to to the 

fact that the participants were instructed to “just read the sentences comfortably”, 

priming them to a reading for decoding behavior that resulted in more regular 

reading patterns with less regressions (Just & Carpenter, 1987). There might also 

be an issue with the tracking, with regressive saccades falling outside of the word 

AOIs. 

7.1.2 Total dwell time 

The total dwell time measure is a measure over a whole trial (Holmqvist et al, 2011), 

which in this case means one sentence. Since it is a summary measure, it should be 

sensitive to long-term cognitive processes and therefore indicate whether the 

sentence is difficult to read. However, no statistically significant differences 

between the simplified and original sentences were found, which indicates that the 

participants did not exhibit any eye tracking related indications that could indicate 

that simplified sentences are easier to read than the original sentences. 
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7.1.3 Average fixation duration 

No statistically significant difference was found between the simplified and the 

original sentences in regards to average fixation duration. According to Holmqvist 

et al (2011) the average fixation duration can be used to measure cognitive 

processing. Rayner (1998) further supports this in his finding that more complicated 

grammatical structures give rise to longer fixation durations. Since this study did 

not result in any significant differences, the conclusion is that for these participants, 

the grammatical structures of the simplified sentences had the same readability as 

the original sentences. 

7.2 Method 

Several issues arose in the method, such as participant reading proficiency, sentence 

selection and data quality issues. 

7.2.1 Participants 

The participants were selected using a convenience sample, meaning that most of 

the group consisted of students or employees at Linkoping University. Most have 

attended at least one course at university level, which might indicate that they are 

used to the kind of language used in the original sentences. The simplified sentences 

might seem more difficult to read when they are structured in a way that the 

participants are less familiar with. This is a weakness in the design; for a more 

ecologically valid experiment participants should be selected from the target group 

of the simplification system. The results might differ if the experiment was carried 

out on a group with dyslexia or aphasia, whom the rules are developed to help. 

The participants with corrected vision using glasses was evenly distributed between 

the task, and only one lens user participated. Using vision correction tools is always 

a risk since they might interfere with the tracking, but since all participants had a 

tracking ratio >90% no such issues seems to have arisen. 

7.2.2 Questionnaires 

The questions in the questionnaires were primarily a way to monitor the distribution 

of the participants in the between group design. If they differed significantly in 

gender, age or education distribution this might influence the data based on different 

reading habits. Reading habits was also recorded in a questionnaire for this reason. 

Since no statistically significant differences were found between the two groups, 

the reading background and level were the same. 

7.2.3 Sentence selection 

All sentences were extracted from the Scholastic Aptitude Tests from 2012 and 

2013. Since the selection of sentences was dependent on using sentences that the 

simplification algorithm could simplify automatically, the type of sentences might 

differ between the different simplification types. However, since the simplification 

types are not evaluated in relation to each other, this is not a problem. The selection 

of the Scholastic Aptitude Tests, however, might pose a problem, since it is not a 

type of texts where the sentences could easily be read out of context, some of them 
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containing references to other sentences and unexplained acronyms. If the 

evaluation should be made on a sentence level, perhaps it would be best if the 

sentences was constructed solely for the experiment, making sure that the sentences 

does not refer to other sentences or contain unexplained acronyms to minimize the 

risk for confusion and additional cognitive processing for the participants. If the 

evaluation could be done on a cohesive text, daily newspaper articles might be a 

good choice since news media is important for all citizens to have access to. 

7.2.4 Eye tracking results 

Some issues arise with the eye tracking data. Firstly, since using a remote eye 

tracker, the participants are free to move, which might improve the ecological 

validity but at the cost of accuracy and precision in the eye tracking data. 

Participants have a tendency to relax during the experiment, resulting in a slightly 

different pose than the one calibrated for which can skew the data. Secondly, the 

automatic AOI detection for the texts shows that an even more generous font would 

have been preferred, since slight calibration deviations results in the gaze missing 

some word AOIs entirely. This affects the calculation of the regressions the most, 

since the dwell time and average fixation duration was measured on the whole 

paragraph where most gaze data was recorded. However, some gaze data fell 

outside the paragraph AOI. 

7.2.4.1 Regressions 

As mentioned, the regression measure might be impacted most by a higher 

calibration deviation since the per-word-AOIs are tightly fitted around the word to 

avoid spillover from other words. This means that even a slight (and often 

unavoidable) deviation might result in some fixation seemingly occurring above or 

below the word and does not count as a hit in the AOI. Moreover, using the 

automatic AOI tool does not account for the length of the regressions, using the 

statistics for number of regressions out of an AOI instead. According to Rayner 

(1998), regressions longer than 10 characters occur due to the participants not 

understanding the text. 

7.2.4.2 Total dwell time 

Individual differences in cognitive processing and fixation time might influence the 

data when using a between group design. There is always a risk that one group 

might contain several participants with longer or shorter average fixation durations. 

Unfortunately, the design of the experiment necessitated the between group design 

since the same participant cannot read the simplified and the original sentence 

without risking learning effects. Using a bigger sample might mitigate this effect, 

but was not possible to obtain for this study. 

7.2.4.3 Average fixation duration 

As mentioned above, the average fixation duration is a personal measure that differs 

between individuals. This might influence the data. 

Words that are less frequently used generally receive longer fixations (Rayner, 

1998). However, this is not a problem in this study since all sentences contain the 
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same words (except for man  du, which both are common words), just structured 

differently. 

A participant experiencing high stress might exhibit shorter fixations (Irwin, 2004; 

Holmqvist et al, 2011), which is why all participants were reassured the experiment 

was not an evaluation of their abilities and that they did not need to memorize the 

sentences. If calibration values exceeded the threshold the examiner calmly 

explained that this is not at all uncommon, and that you usually need to run the 

calibration several times before the values fall beneath the threshold. 

Calculation of fixation duration is sensitive to the update frequency of the eye 

tracking system. Using a 500Hz system means that the accuracy is +-4 ms, which 

is a small deviation compared to, for example, a 50Hz system that have an accuracy 

of +-40 ms, meaning that you might lose an entire fixation in between the data 

points. 

7.2.5 Procedure 

The laboratory was moved halfway through the experiment to a new location, but 

the same number of participants participated in the experiment before and after the 

move, which should eliminate any effects of the laboratory location. Both locations 

had even lighting. Due to the location of the lab during the first half of the 

experiment runs, some noise from the occupants of the building filtered in. There 

was, for example, a grand piano in the vicinity, which sometimes was played and 

could be heard inside the lab, something that could affect the eye movements by 

breaking the concentration of the participant. The second location was more 

spacious and located in a building with less foot traffic and no social areas outside, 

giving a calmer impression. This might make the participant calmer and exhibit less 

stress-related behaviours such as shorter average fixation durations. 

In all eye tracking studies, there is a risk that the participants modify their behaviour 

when they know their gaze is being tracked. Mostly, this happens in the beginning 

of the experiment, since most participants forget about the eye tracker after a short 

while, and is mostly exhibited in an exaggerated thoroughness. To avoid any effects 

of this, the sentences was shown in a randomized order for each participant. 

Unfortunately, the randomization was automated, meaning that the same sentence 

might have been randomly put in the same position twice or more, even if that is 

unlikely. However, each simplification type had 12 sentences, and even if one of 

them were unevenly randomized, the total number of sentences should mitigate that 

effect. 

Just & Carpenter (1980) states that the readers goal is the most important 

determinant of the type of reading process one exhibits. A person that is looking 

for a particular information will exhibit a different reading behavior than a person 

that tries to memorize the details of the text. This might mean that in this procedure, 

where the participants were instructed “just to read” the sentences and reassured 

that it was not a comprehension test, the participants could have exhibited a 

different reading behavior than for example a person trying to read and understand 

a simplified news article, limiting the ecological validity of this study. Just & 

Carpenter (1987) stated that participants reading a decoding task have more regular 
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reading patterns, which might explain why no difference between the simplified 

and original sentences was found. A comprehension task might be a better choice 

for future studies. 

7.3 Data analysis 

The selection of measures to use for the data analysis was not entirely 

straightforward. For total dwell time and average fixation duration, the system had 

established measurement methods, but for regression calculation, there was at least 

three useable measures: regressions out of an AOI, regressions into an AOI and 

revisits in an AOI. In Holmqvist et al (2011), a regression is defined: “a between-

word regression moves further back in the sentence, to a previously fixated word”. 

Therefore, the regressions into an AOI was chosen for this study, since a regression 

into an AOI is definitely a regression, while a regression out of an AOI could be a 

backward saccade to a non-word (such as a square wave jerk or other involuntary 

movements). 
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8 Conclusion 
In this experiment, no statistically significant difference in total dwell time, average 

fixation duration or regressions was found between the simplified and original 

sentences. This answers the research question “Is there a difference in readability, 

measured by regressions, total dwell time and average fixation duration, between 

the simplified and original sentences that can be measured by eye tracking 

equipment?”. However, this might only be true in the circumstances presented in 

this study, showing the need for future work with different participants, texts and 

settings. 

Future studies would benefit from choosing participants with reading disorders or 

Swedish as a second language, as well as using paragraphs of text instead of single 

sentences, creating a more ecologically valid study. Future studies might also 

benefit from some kind of reading comprehension exercise to prime the participants 

into a reading for comprehension behavior. 
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10 Appendix 
The questionnaires for reading habits and demographic information, as well as a list 

of all the simplified sentences are included in the appendix. 

10.1  Simplified and original sentences 

Simplified Original 

Proximation  

Hur i hela friden ska du få den här 
ekvationen att gå ihop? 

Hur i hela friden ska man få den här 
ekvationen att gå ihop? 

Den enda slutsats du kan dra av detta är att 
ordkedjetest är oanvändbara om du vill få 
en uppfattning om elevers läsförmåga och 
läsförståelse. 

Den enda slutsats man kan dra av detta är 
att ordkedjetest är oanvändbara om man 
vill få en uppfattning om elevers läsförmåga 
och läsförståelse. 

Vem ska du prata med, vem är egentligen 
intresserad - näringslivet eller det så 
kallade brukarledet? 

Vem ska man prata med, vem är 
egentligen intresserad – näringslivet eller 
det så kallade brukarledet? 

Kåren var liten, homogen och säker på att 
du hade rätt. 

Kåren var liten, homogen och säker på att 
man hade rätt. 

Antologiernas författare tvivlar inte på 
utvärdering, men undrar om du med 
gängse modeller och metoder har funnit rätt 
rationalitet, som Rolf Lander (redaktör för 
Att säkra det osäkra) uttrycker det. 

Antologiernas författare tvivlar inte på 
utvärdering, men undrar om man med 
gängse modeller och metoder har funnit 
rätt rationalitet, som Rolf Lander (redaktör 
för Att säkra det osäkra) uttrycker det. 

Så tycks du undvika negativa sidor av 
summativ bedömning, som att eleverna 
konkurrerar och jämför dig med varandra, 
varigenom många tappar motivation. 

Så tycks man undvika negativa sidor av 
summativ bedömning, som att eleverna 
konkurrerar och jämför sig med varandra, 
varigenom många tappar motivation. 

De måste äta sig feta innan de börjar flyga 
över Sahara, och då kan du undra hur 
oerfarna förstaåringar inser när de ska ta tid 
på dig och lägga på hullet. 

De måste äta sig feta innan de börjar flyga 
över Sahara, och då kan man undra hur 
oerfarna förstaåringar inser när de ska ta 
tid på sig och lägga på hullet. 

En nyhet var att du i september 2004 satte 
extremt lätta radiosändare på 22 
trädgårdssångare, alla yngre än ett 
kalenderår, när de nyanlänt till Kreta. 

En nyhet var att man i september 2004 
satte extremt lätta radiosändare på 22 
trädgårdssångare, alla yngre än ett 
kalenderår, när de nyanlänt till Kreta. 

Med hjälp av sändarna kunde du sedan 
följa 20 av dessa oerfarna 
trädgårdssångare och konstatera att dessa 
1K-fåglar tycktes ha en väl fungerande 
strategi inför sin fortsatta flyttning. 

Med hjälp av sändarna kunde man sedan 
följa 20 av dessa oerfarna 
trädgårdssångare och konstatera att dessa 
1K-fåglar tycktes ha en väl fungerande 
strategi inför sin fortsatta flyttning. 

Men frågan är alltså om det förekommer att 
du gör tvärtom, att stolpigt hopkommen och 
torftig så kallad må-bra-litteratur blir 
betydligt bättre på ett annat språk? 

Men frågan är alltså om det förekommer att 
man gör tvärtom, att stolpigt hopkommen 
och torftig så kallad må-bralitteratur blir 
betydligt bättre på ett annat språk? 

Det är mer än du kunde hoppas på. Det är mer än man kunde hoppas på. 

Tittar du specifikt på resande med flyg 
noterades att den relativa risken för DVT 
steg med 26 procent för varje ytterligare två 
timmar som resan varade.  

Tittar man specifikt på resande med flyg 
noterades att den relativa risken för DVT 
steg med 26 procent för varje ytterligare två 
timmar som resan varade. 
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Passive to active  

Flyttningsmönstret 2005 liknade det som 
man registrerat vid Hammarö tidigare år. 

Flyttningsmönstret 2005 liknade det som 
registrerats vid Hammarö tidigare år. 

Fåglarna som man försåg med elektronik 
hade en kroppsmassa på mellan 16,4 och 
19,7 g.  

Fåglarna som försågs med elektronik hade 
en kroppsmassa på mellan 16,4 och 19,7 
g. 

Författarna konstaterar att de egna rönen är 
de starkaste som man hittills presenterat 
vad gäller kopplingen mellan DVT-risk och 
resande samt magnituden av riskökningen. 

Författarna konstaterar att de egna rönen 
är de starkaste som hittills presenterats vad 
gäller kopplingen mellan DVT-risk och 
resande samt magnituden av riskökningen. 

Hon har insett vikten av ett holistiskt 
tänkande där man integrerar svenskämnet 
med andra ämnen och där olika språkliga 
uttryck går hand i hand. 

Hon har insett vikten av ett holistiskt 
tänkande där svenskämnet integreras med 
andra ämnen och där olika språkliga 
uttryck går hand i hand. 

Man fångade sparvugglorna i spegelnät 
med hjälp av bandspelare med 
sparvugglesång och andra läten under 
september och oktober.  

Sparvugglorna fångades i spegelnät med 
hjälp av bandspelare med sparvugglesång 
och andra läten under september och 
oktober. 

Här tar man naturligt hänsyn till individens 
speciella förutsättningar, styrkor och 
svagheter.  

Här tas naturligt hänsyn till individens 
speciella förutsättningar, styrkor och 
svagheter. 

Visst finns det likheter mellan Dalí och 
Warhol; båda var goda mediestrateger, 
båda älskade att frottera sig med kändisar 
och celebriteter och man drev båda av en 
stark vilja att överföra sina bästa idéer till 
ständigt nya genrer och områden. 

Visst finns det likheter mellan Dalí och 
Warhol; båda var goda mediestrateger, 
båda älskade att frottera sig med kändisar 
och celebriteter och båda drevs av en stark 
vilja att överföra sina bästa idéer till 
ständigt nya genrer och områden. 

Tidigare studier har visat att magnetfält 
påverkar näktergalar. 

Tidigare studier har visat att näktergalar 
påverkas av magnetfält. 

Om man utsätter dem på konstgjord väg för 
den typ av magnetfält som finns nära 
öknen, så ökar de sitt näringsintag som om 
de stod inför en ökenkorsning. 

Om de på konstgjord väg utsätts för den 
typ av magnetfält som finns nära öknen, så 
ökar de sitt näringsintag som om de stod 
inför en ökenkorsning. 

Man presenterar det rönet i Annals of 
internal medicine.  

Det rönet presenteras i Annals of Internal 
Medicine. 

Författarna efterfrågar dock fler studier. Fler studier efterfrågas dock av författarna. 

Författarna har därefter exkluderat studier 
som haft ickeresande individer som man 
utrett för DVT som kontroller. 

Författarna har därefter exkluderat studier 
som haft ickeresande individer som utretts 
för DVT som kontroller. 

Sentence split  

Vi har nyligen publicerat rön. Rön som 
identifierar transkriptionsfaktorn lhx2 som 
en viktig regulator av hårbildningen och 
som kan bidra till vår förståelse av den 
komplexa regleringen av hårväxt. 

Vi har nyligen publicerat rön som 
identifierar transkriptionsfaktorn Lhx2 som 
en viktig regulator av hårbildningen och 
som kan bidra till vår förståelse av den 
komplexa regleringen av hårväxt. 

Den förra är skriven av akademiska 
forskare, knutna till forskningsprojekt som 
Rita Foss Lindblad har lett. Den senare av 
både akademiska forskare och erfarna, 
skolverksamma dito. 

Den förra är skriven av akademiska 
forskare, knutna till forskningsprojekt som 
Rita Foss Lindblad har lett, och den senare 
av både akademiska forskare och erfarna, 
skolverksamma dito. 

Larven utsöndrar en doft. En doft som exakt 
kopierar myrornas egna feromoner, en doft 

Larven utsöndrar en doft som exakt 
kopierar myrornas egna feromoner, en doft 
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som väcker myrans habegär och 
omvårdnadsinstinkt 

som väcker myrans habegär och 
omvårdnadsinstinkt. 

Inte klarblå som de små ljungblåvingarna. 
De ljungblåvingarna som också 
frekventerar skjutfältet 

Inte klarblå som de små ljungblåvingarna 
som också frekventerar skjutfältet. 

Det är en tanke. En tanke som allt oftare 
kommer för mig. 

Det är en tanke som allt oftare kommer för 
mig. 

Att den kan få oss att förstå saker. Saker 
som går bakom nyhetsrubrikerna. 

Att den kan få oss att förstå saker som går 
bakom nyhetsrubrikerna. 

Lågutbildade får både äldre och fler 
läkemedel. Läkemedel som i samverkan 
med varandra kan orsaka besvärliga 
biverkningar. 

Lågutbildade får både äldre och fler 
läkemedel som i samverkan med varandra 
kan orsaka besvärliga biverkningar. 

Det fanns observationer. Observationer 
som tydde på att personer som är 
överkänsliga mot röda jordgubbar kan äta 
vita jordgubbar utan besvär, bl.a. enligt 
trädgårdsentusiasten Åke Truedsson, som 
tagit fram de vita bären. 

Det fanns observationer som tydde på att 
personer som är överkänsliga mot röda 
jordgubbar kan äta vita jordgubbar utan 
besvär, bl.a. enligt trädgårdsentusiasten 
Åke Truedsson, som tagit fram de vita 
bären. 

De många läkarna, framför allt på de stora 
sjukhusen, får vetenskaplig skolning. Får de 
erforderlig beprövad erfarenhet? 

De många läkarna, framför allt på de stora 
sjukhusen, får vetenskaplig skolning, men 
får de erforderlig beprövad erfarenhet? 

Den litterära dieten är varierad Flera av 
barnen har läst sådant som vi brukar 
benämna långserier, till exempel böckerna 
om LasseMaja. 

Den litterära dieten är varierad men flera av 
barnen har läst sådant som vi brukar 
benämna långserier, till exempel böckerna 
om LasseMaja. 

Författarna har från de 1 560 studierna 
vaskat fram 14 studier som höll måttet som 
således ingått i analysen. 

Författarna har från de 1 560 studierna 
vaskat fram 14 studier som höll måttet och 
som således ingått i analysen. 

På den nya tidens folkbibliotek tillåts 
nämligen inte skönlitteraturen, eller boken 
över huvud taget, ha något särskilt stort 
egenvärde. Då blir det som det blir med 
dess självförtroende. 

På den nya tidens folkbibliotek tillåts 
nämligen inte skönlitteraturen, eller boken 
över huvud taget, ha något särskilt stort 
egenvärde - och då blir det som det blir 
med dess självförtroende. 

Straight Word Order  

Man har detta kunnat göra genom att förse 
dem med extremt lätta sändare.  

Detta har man kunnat göra genom att förse 
dem med extremt lätta sändare. 

Men de kan vid födobrist flytta långa 
sträckor. 

Men vid födobrist kan de flytta långa 
sträckor. 

Flyttningen startade ungfåglarna elva dagar 
före de adulta. 

Ungfåglarna startade flyttningen elva dagar 
före de adulta. 

Honor var en majoritet av de flyttande 
sparvugglorna. 

En majoritet av de flyttande sparvugglorna 
var honor. 

Vi fick på märkplatsen 12 kontroller, bara 
en gång av varje fågel och vanligen bara ett 
fåtal dagar efter märkningen. 

På märkplatsen fick vi 12 kontroller, bara 
en gång av varje fågel och vanligen bara 
ett fåtal dagar efter märkningen. 

Det brukar annars låta som när Ola 
Andersson fick kritikerpriset 2006, för att ha 
" spridit arkitekturkritik och 
stadsbyggnadsdebatt till en bredare krets ". 

Annars brukar det låta som när Ola 
Andersson fick kritikerpriset 2006, för att ha 
”spridit arkitekturkritik och 
stadsbyggnadsdebatt till en bredare krets”. 

Fåglarna stannade på Kreta mellan två och 
tre veckor (13? 20 dagar) och gav sig av 
med en bränslereserv kring 100 %. 

På Kreta stannade fåglarna mellan två och 
tre veckor (13–20 dagar) och gav sig av 
med en bränslereserv kring 100 %. 
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Det uppstod en tom plats i förklaringskedjan 
och vägen låg därmed öppen för att mer 
koncentrerat förlägga den kliniska och 
teoretiska uppmärksamheten till det inre 
fantasilivet.  

Det uppstod en tom plats i 
förklaringskedjan och därmed låg vägen 
öppen för att mer koncentrerat förlägga den 
kliniska och teoretiska uppmärksamheten 
till det inre fantasilivet. 

Och frågan blir i förlängningen om en 
konceptskriven, schablonstinn bokprodukt 
är värd något annat än ett 
översättningsprogram. 

Och i förlängningen blir frågan om en 
konceptskriven, schablonstinn bokprodukt 
är värd något annat än ett 
översättningsprogram. 

Gentianan måste dessutom stå högst två 
meter från ett bo av arterna 
trädgårdsrödmyra eller skogsrödmyra. 

Dessutom måste gentianan stå högst två 
meter från ett bo av arterna 
trädgårdsrödmyra eller skogsrödmyra. 

Evolutionen talar då sitt listiga doftspråk. Då talar evolutionen sitt listiga doftspråk. 

Jag står en sådan dag på Remmene 
skjutfält utanför Vårgårda i Västergötland. 

En sådan dag står jag på Remmene 
skjutfält utanför Vårgårda i Västergötland. 
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10.2  Questionnaire 

Om försöket 

Deltagande är anonymt och helt frivilligt. Du kan när som helst avsluta försöket. 
Data som samlas in kommer enbart sammanställas på gruppnivå, ej på 
individnivå. Ingen utvärdering av dina förmågor görs; försökets syfte är att 
utvärdera textunderlaget. 

 

Om dig 

Födelseår: ________ 

 

Har du några synhjälpmedel? 

 

    ⃞    Ja, linser 

 

    ⃞    Ja, glasögon 

 

    ⃞    Nej 

 

Högsta avslutade utbildning? 

 

    ⃞    Förgymnasial utbildning 

 

    ⃞    Gymnasial utbildning 

 

    ⃞    Eftergymnasial utbildning 

 

    ⃞    Forskarutbildning 

 

Könsidentitet: 

 

    ⃞    Kvinna 

 

    ⃞    Man 
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    ⃞    Annat 

 

 

 

 

 In
st

äm
m

er
 

in
te

 a
ll

s 

     

In
st

äm
m

er
 

h
el

t 

 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Jag förstår vanligtvis det jag läser. 
       

Jag läser långsamt. 
       

Jag tycker att det är lätt att läsa. 
       

Jag tycker att det är intressant att läsa. 
       

 


